in a Christian sense as God's revelation of the sense of the created world in the veil of the word.
The question of the spiritual sense of the word is not only common to Judaism, Christianity and Islam as revealed religions, but is also, in the Christian Middle Ages with which we are concerned here, peculiar to all languages, not merely German. The problem is a general hermeneutic one, which concerns the universal languages of the Church, the vernacular languages, and even the ''languages'' of the arts not bound to the word. Its unfolding will, for the Middle Ages, present us with the inner connection of all scholarly disciplines -including those of natural science -in a common function aimed at the understanding of the world and its meaning as represented in the word, an inner connection we risk losing sight of today.
If we enquire about the spiritual sense of the word we have to begin with the Bible, for the understanding of which the Middle Ages struggled, in liturgy and instruction, in countless commentaries and with all artistic means, including creative poetry. The urge to understand Holy Scripture presented Christendom with its greatest interpretative challenge, not merely in the narrow historical and philological sense, but quite simply in every sense which at the time had been faced by humanity. And we literary and linguistic scholars are generally not aware -as was Dilthey in his ''Development of Hermeneutics'' -of the extent to which our own interpretative art of Bible exegesis is indebted to the patristic and medieval periods.
The concern to understand the word of revelation implies a high endeavour transcending any preoccupation with a text of extrabiblical literature. Since the time of the Church Fathers, every interpretation of the Bible is predicated on the conviction of the unique quality of Holy Scripture, which distinguishes it fundamentally from all secular literature, meaning from this perspective the whole literature of Classical antiquity. This amounts to a tenet repeated again and again: whereas all profane literature includes only a historical or literal sense of the word, the word of Holy Scripture contains, besides the historical or literal sense which it has in common with pagan literature, a higher, spiritual sense, a sensus spiritualis. Founded in the New Testament, the doctrine of the sensus spiritualis of the biblical word dominated the Middle Ages. It received its basic formulation in Origen's Peri archon and Augustine's De doctrina christiana, 2 was sanctioned in the exegetical tradition founded by the Church Fathers, and remained valid until Luther broke with the spiritual interpretation of the Bible and consequently had to reject the tradition. It set medieval philology -if one may use the term to include the concerns of theology with the word of Scripture -two fundamentally different tasks. One consisted in the correct understanding of the literal sense of the Bible which it shared with all profane literature, by means of textual criticism and the other methods of text analysis practised in the Trivium, developed since the Hellenistic era, and transmitted to the Middle Ages from the Classical period. That is of course the task which modern philology has inherited and continues to pursue with methods which have undergone further development and enrichment. In the Middle Ages, certain schools and periods appropriated this task as a matter of particular concern, such as the Antiochene school very early, and certain adherents of the school of St Victor in Paris in the twelfth century. And even in these cases we find an insistence on the requirements which have become self-evident for our own literary and linguistic study: that the context, the place and date of origin, the genre, the character and detailed circumstances of the author, are important for the express aim of understanding the sense intended by the author: sententiam litteralem scripturae ab auctore principaliter intentam [the literal sense of Scripture chiefly intended by the author].
3 Since Dilthey's school of interpretation, these matters have become familiar again and need not concern us further. The secondand, for the Christian philological study of the Middle Ages, more substantialtask lay in the discovery of the spiritual sense of the word hidden in the letter, which for Bernard of Clairvaux was revealed with the crucifixion of the Word for the Old Testament also, when the ''veil of the letter that kills was rent''. 4 The doctrine of this spiritual sense is founded on the principle of the difference of the meaning of the word in profane literature and in Holy Scripture. I shall quote it in a twelfth-century formulation, as here and in what follows I am not concerned with historical derivations, but with an account of conditions in the twelfth century in particular, in order to draw conclusions of importance for medieval studies beyond the narrow interest of theology. Specialists will not fail to note where I am indebted to the scholar of English philology H. H. Glunz, theologians such as J. Daniélou, H. de Lubac, M.-D. Chenu, C. Spicq, and the historian Beryl Smalley -to restrict myself to these few names. 5 Richard of St Victor formulates this principle as follows: ''The word of God is far superior to worldly wisdom inasmuch as not only the sounds of words but also the things (sc. meant by the word) contain meaning'': non solum voces, sed et res significativae sunt [not only the sounds of words but also things carry meaning]. 6 The significance of this statement cannot be overestimated. Without it there is for the Middle Ages no spiritual sense of the word. It means that the profane word has only an immediate, superficial meaning, one in Hugh of St Victor's words ''written over its face'', the historical or literal sense which consists in the sound of the word (the vox) having a thing (the res) as its content. Hence the meaning of the sound of the word ''stone'' is according to its literal sense exhausted in the thing which is known to us from nature. But it is inherent in the nature of Holy Scripture that it is precisely this thing, in which the literal sense is exhausted, which is the real carrier of meaning. Every individual thing evoked in language by the sound of a word, every creature created by God which is named by a word, points towards a higher meaning, is the sign of something spiritual, has a significatio, a be-tokening (in Middle High German be-zeichenunge), a sign-ificance (in German Be-deutung). Hence we distinguish a twofold meaning, one relating the sound of the word to the thing, the vox to the res, and a higher meaning connected to the thing, which points from the thing to something higher. Whereas Jewish and Classical antiquity was concerned only with the meanings of words, the medieval Christian linguistic and literary discipline goes above and beyond this by including also the meanings of all the things given in creation. Alan of Lille formulates it concisely as omnis creatura significans [every creature carries meaning]; 7 or in Hugh of St Victor: Omnis natura Deum loquitur. Omnis natura hominem docet. Omnis natura rationem parit, et nihil in universitate infecundum est [The whole of nature speaks of God. The whole of nature teaches man. The whole of nature gives birth to reason, and nothing in the universe is sterile].
8 But the thing in its turn has not merely one meaning like the word (as long as it does not carry more than one through homonymy), but several kinds of meaning. Every individual thing denoted by the word has in its turn a range of meanings, the number of which is identical with the sum of the properties of a thing. For this is the second principle, which again I shall not trace historically: things have as many meanings as they have properties. As summarised by Peter of Poitiers: Quaelibet enim res, quot habet proprietates tot habet linguas aliquid spirituale nobis et invisibile insinuantes, pro quarum diversitate et ipsius nominis acceptio variatur [For as many properties as each thing has, so many languages does it have implanting something of a spiritual and invisible nature in us, and on account of the diversity of which even the acceptance of its own name is varied]. 9 The properties of a thing bearing meaning are given in the form of its outward appearance (visibilis forma) and in its inner nature (invisibilis natura).
10 Snow signifies something from its outward form to the extent that it is white; from its inner nature to the extent that it is cold. It is the fundamental concern of medieval philology to discover and identify the nature of both the voces and the res. Both investigations fall within the Seven Liberal Arts. In the Trivium (grammar, dialectic, rhetoric) the voces are dealt with. The Quadrivium on the other hand has the task of defining things according to their form and nature, that is with regard to their properties as bearers of meaning. Hence, for example, mathematics considers the forma exterior, physics the interior natura of things. Or, using as a basis the division, current in the Middle Ages since Origen, into logic, ethics and theory: Logica de vocibus, ethica de moribus, theorica de rebus tractat. Item theorica subdividitur in mathematicam, physicam, theologiam [Logic deals with the sounds of words, ethics with rules of behaviour, theory with things. Theory is again subdivided into mathematics, physics, theology].
11 Hence not the linguistic and literary subjects in the narrow sense of the Trivium, but mathematics and physics are affiliated to theology. The Trivium is invoked to serve the science of the significance of words (Wortbedeutungskunde), the Quadrivium the science of the significance of things (Dingbedeutungskunde) which builds on it. All the subjects of medieval science and scholarship are of service in the elucidation of the spiritual sense of the word: Omnes itaque artes subserviunt divinae sapientiae et inferior scientia recte ordinata ad superiorem conducit [And so all the arts are subject to divine wisdom and the lower science, properly regulated, leads to the higher].
12 Or: In hoc enim quod in divina pagina tam rerum quam vocum necessaria est significatio, artes ei subserviunt, dum trivium vocum, quadrivium phisicarum rerum administrat notitiam [And for the reason that in the sacred text the meaning of things is necessary as well as of the sounds of words, the arts are subject to it; while the Trivium manages the knowledge of the sounds of words, the Quadrivium manages that of physical things]. 13 The specifically philological disciplines dealing with the word are preliminary to the subjects of the Quadrivium dealing with the thing, in order to pave the way to the spiritual significance of things. Hence the disciplines dealing with the form and nature of things have no self-sufficient sense of being ''pure'' sciences, but prepare the way for the meaning of Scripture. This is the one and only function of the Physiologus, the bestiaries, the lapidaries, the herbals, indeed the whole medieval encyclopaedic tradition beginning with the monumental De universo of Hrabanus Maurus, who himself titles it De sermonum proprietate et mystica rerum significatione [On the property of words and the mystical meaning of things].
14 The description of things is the aim of all science and scholarship directed at what is created, in order to prepare the ground for the spiritual understanding of things by determining the properties of every creature. But these res primae res secundas significantes [primary things signifying secondary things] include not merely all visible objects, but also people, numbers, places and times, as well as the facts of history. 15 And the events of the whole of history since the Creation are carriers of meaning, which has far-reaching consequences for the typological aspect of the medieval consciousness of history. Ea, quae in veritate gesta sunt, alterius sacramenti formam praefigurasse dicuntur [Those things which happened in reality are said to have prefigured the form of another sacrament]. 16 In what follows we shall not attempt to distinguish between the disciplines of the meaning of words (Wortbedeutung) and the meaning of things (Dingbedeutung) on the one hand, and on the other the meaning of events (Ereignisbedeutung), which is related fundamentally to the latter, and on which the typological dimension of medieval art is largely founded. Here we shall keep within the framework of what, as regards the science of meaning (Bedeutungskunde), for the Middle Ages can be presented lexicographically.
Since things have as many meanings as properties, while properties however can be both good and evil, the same thing can have good as well as evil meanings, those, as the Church Fathers already express it, in bonam partem [in a good sense], as well as those in malam partem [in an evil sense], or, as is often said, there are words which can be written with golden ink or with black ink. The same thing denoted by one word can signify God and the devil as well as spanning the whole range of values lying between them with its different meanings. 17 The lion can signify Christ, because according to its nature it sleeps with its eyes open, just as Christ, though He died as a man, still lived as God (III, 54). Because of its blood-lust it can, according to its nature, signify the devil, who, ''as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour'' (1 Peter 5.8; III, 54). It signifies the virtuous man, who is ''bold as a lion'' (Proverbs 28.1; III, 53). It signifies heretics because of the stench of its teeth, which proceeds from its mouth like the word of blasphemy from the mouth of the heretic (III, 55), etc. The meaning acquired by the thing on any given occasion depends on the characteristic of the thing which is selected for comment, and on the context in which the word in question appears. The significance of the word is confined to its relation to the one thing. But the thing has a world of meanings, which extends from God to the devil and is potentially present in every single thing denoted by a word. 18 It is activated in any given instance only in the specific direction determined by the context and by the quality associated with the thing. Hence in a concrete textual instance the lion cannot signify ''God or the devil'', but only one of them, and in another context the other. Where the meanings of things are concerned, it is also necessary to have an interpretation of the sense from the context, in order to determine the right meaning from among the theoretically arbitrary number of possible meanings. It is the task of the Middle Ages to elucidate the world of meanings (Bedeutungswelt) invested in things since Creation as the sum of possible spiritual meanings, in order to be able to apply it in the concrete instance through the discovery of the appropriate meaning. To this end the Middle Ages produced mnemonic verses intended to list the properties of a thing concisely, as for example for the thing ''sea'' in the Anonymus of Clairvaux (II, 156):
Or, in the Distinctiones monasticae (II, 381), for the thing ''oil'':
Oleum multa significat in sacra scriptura, quia multae sunt eius proprietates, quae notantur his versibus:
Est oleum pingue, calidum, nitidumque, suave; Mitigat et reficit, lucet, superenatat, ungit.
[Oil signifies many things in Holy Scripture, because many are its properties which are recorded in these verses:
Oil is fat, warm, and sleek, agreeable; it soothes and revives, shines, floats on the surface, anoints.]
Thereafter these properties are interpreted in the same order. 19 If these are properties which can be used for interpretation, then, to give an example of this also, a mnemonic of the Distinctiones monasticae for the meanings of things has twelve different meanings of the thing ''stone'', which has a world of meanings ranging from Christ above down to the gentile (II, 330):
Christus, et angelica virtus, Christi quoque sponsa, Iustus, iustitia, carnalis sensus, et usus Pravus, peccatum grave, daemon, falsus hebraeus, Verus gentilis dicitus esse lapis.
[The stone is said to be Christ, and the virtue of the angel, and the bride of Christ, a just man, justice, the carnal sense, and wicked behaviour, a grievous sin, an evil spirit, a false Jew, a true gentile.]
The descriptions of things which in the Middle Ages commonly serve as the basis of the determination of sense can show a carefully nurtured poetic reverence for the nature of things, especially when such descriptions remain in prose, as with the Anonymus of Clairvaux on the thing ''dew'', the descriptions of which are particularly beautiful: Ros invisibiliter descendit, refrigerat, fecundat; clarus, suavis; modico calore siccatur; terram mollescit, semini placet; nocte fluit et silentio, minutatim ac sparsim (II, 90) [The dew descends invisibly, cools, fructifies; clear, agreeable; dries up in moderate warmth; softens the earth, is agreeable to the seed; flows down in the night and in silence, gradually, here and there]. The earthly thing, summoned as creature from the hand of God to manifest His praise, is not extinguished by its spiritualisation but instead receives the consecration of the Creator's word established in the thing, and is for that reason described with pious reverence. It is the obligation of the Middle Ages to unlock the sense of the essence of things comprehended in this way. For -and in this lies the reason for all this effort -the significance of words is determined by man and serves the expression of human will. But the significance of things is established by God. Through words man speaks to man, through things God speaks to man, and it is necessary to understand the word of God in things: Voces ex humana, res ex divina institutione significat. Sicut enim homo per voces alteri, sic Deus per creaturas voluntatem suam indicat [The sounds of words have their meaning by human, things by divine, ordinance. For as man indicates his will by words to another, so God does so through created things].
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But what is the nature of the spiritual sense hidden in things, the sensus mysticus to the extent that it is closed away, or sensus spiritualis to the extent that it is laid bare? Here the mention of a word hitherto deliberately omitted becomes unavoidable, and we have to consider the nature of allegory. No concept has seemed more beguiling from Classical antiquity to Romanticism and on into modern scholarly terminology and given rise to more misunderstandings. Here it is sufficient for us to establish one clear distinction. What literary history above all of the later Middle Ages defines as allegorical poetry, such as the French Roman de la Rose and the allegories of love (Minneallegorien), has nothing to do with what we understand by allegory in our present context. The two are mutually exclusive. In one case we are dealing with allegories in the manner of personifications: 21 the sense is what is given, and the thing appropriate for its embodiment is sought and found by literary creativity. 22 Since C. S. Lewis' book The Allegory of Love, literary history has paid special attention to this kind of poetry, which is also ''allegorical'', and the danger of terminological confusion, clearly avoided by Lewis himself, is nowadays apparent. Personification allegory is a literary technique employed since Classical antiquity and at home in poetics, where its name still has currency in the Middle Ages. The Middle Ages as a general rule understands three stages of the spiritual sense of the word and generally denotes the first of these three steps as allegory. Above the foundation of the historical or literal sense of the word rises a superstructure -so called by the Middle Ages themselves 24 -of the three levels of spiritual sense of Scripture: the allegorical, the tropological and the anagogical senses. Corresponding to whichever aspect of the sense of the word is sought, the word is disclosed to the exegete according to the historical, the allegorical, the tropological, or the anagogical dimension of its sense. If the text is questioned as to the historical past, it responds with the historical literal sense. If the question is couched in terms of the significance of the text for Christian spiritual history (Heilsgeschichte), the response is at the level of the allegorical sense. In this case allegory means the same as the modern concept of typology, that is the relationship of meaning between prefiguration and fulfilment, as between the Old and the New Testament. This form of typological thought, rooted in the idea of Christian spiritual history (Heilsgeschichte), exerted a strong formative influence on the historical consciousness of the Middle Ages; among other things it succeeded in being transferred to the relationship between the Classical (as prefiguration) and the Christian (as fulfilment) and thereby to some extent heightened the conscious sense of elation at living in a period superior to that of Classical antiquity, a consciousness which drove a great impetus in the Middle Ages to surpass Classical antiquity artistically, as established by Schwietering, further developed and systematically argued by Auerbach and Glunz. 25 In its tropological or moral sense, the word reveals its relation not to salvation history (Heilsgeschichte), but to the life of the individual soul in the world. This sense gives instruction for the conduct of one's life, by indicating the soul's destiny and way to salvation. And finally, according to what it has to say about the promises fulfilled in the future life, the word discloses its anagogical, eschatological sense, that which relates to heaven. A standard example repeatedly cited in the Middle Ages is the word Jerusalem: historically a city on earth, allegorically the Church, tropologically the soul of the believer, anagogically the heavenly city of God.
According to an image common in the Middle Ages from Jerome on, the walls of allegory are erected on the foundation of the understanding of the letter, beyond which the Jews and gentiles did not proceed. Above it the vault of the roof of anagogical understanding soars aloft into the heavenly realm, while the colours of Moralitas serve to decorate the walls of the building of the meaning of the word (Wortbedeutungsgebäude) within and without. If earlier we had occasion to introduce the concept of the world of meanings (Bedeutungswelt), now we encounter the new concept of the space of meanings of the word (Wortbedeutungsraum), the spiritual structure of sense, which is built as the superstructure above the foundation of the historical sense. The stages and dimensions of the medieval science of meaning (Bedeutungskunde) give spiritual perspective to the world of created things, which is manifested as language in the use of words. The Middle Ages, supposedly devoid of perspective, have their own, appropriate kind of perspective in the spiritual transparency of whatever exists. It is revealed in the gaze which detaches itself from the earthly and is directed up and beyond to the reality of spiritual meaning of the sign present in that which is created. It is per-spective in the truest sense, for it looks through the visible to the invisible, through the significans [signifier] to the significatum [signified]. It leads from the foundation to the vault, from the earthly to the heavenly. Its nature is not abbreviation, but extension into the sublime. It does not relativise with reference to an earthly focus, but aligns itself with the absolute, making what is created intelligible with regard to its relation to eternity. Its nature is not visual in the physiological sense, but theological and spiritual, and as such it determines the art of the sublime. Without a knowledge of the spiritual perspectives of the world and the space of meanings which delimit the relations between God and man, we should not expect to understand literature which presupposes such knowledge. Hugh of St Victor says that whoever misses the correct modus and ordo legendi [method and order of reading] is like someone who, having lost his way wandering in a dense forest, makes every effort in vain.
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German literature -to take but one vernacular example -was for centuries, from about 770 to about 1150, apart from the very limited relics of pagan forms, almost exclusively biblical poetry, and after 1150 this still continued to play a major role. There are limits to the value of modern, secularising semantics (Wortbedeutungskunde) for the interpretation of this literature because of its restriction to the literal meanings of words. Modern lexicography, which addresses the word in terms of its literal meaning alone, cannot elucidate the spiritual sense of the word for us. Similarly, modern etymology largely leads us astray, if we make its methods our approach to the spiritual significance of the word in the Middle Ages. The Middle Ages pursue a speculative etymology which is part of theology, serving to illuminate the sense encoded in the word. Even where the etymology has a historical basis, speculative knowledge is projected into the historical detail, and the chief task consists in establishing meaning through the type of etymology which flourished from Isidore of Seville onwards and deep into the Middle Ages. Its interest is only apparently concerned with historical development, namely to the limited extent that it serves the science of meaning (Bedeutungskunde). When the word mors [death] was derived in the Middle Ages from amarus, ''bitter'', or from Mars the god of war as the bringer of death, this interpretation of the sense was also possible for pagans, whereas the third etymology of this word has a Christian conditioning when it derives the word from the bite of the apple at the Fall: a morsu primi homini, qui vetitae arboris pomum mordens mortem incurrit (PL 177, 134C) [from the bite of the first man who incurred death by biting the fruit of the forbidden tree]. It would be foolish to deride such etymology as unscientific when it assisted its own age in the discovery of a profound interpretation of the meaning of words, as indeed contemporary etymology served to clarify the spiritual sense of words.
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Our modern etymology would have been questionable to the Middle Ages on the grounds that it remains rooted in the literal sense and gives no information about the meaning of the world and of life. The spiritual sense of the word with its world and space of meanings contains a Christocentric interpretation of meaning and accordingly a direction for life, as the often quoted mnemonic verse indicates as it pithily summarises for the beginner the four stages of the sense of Scripture:
Littera gesta docet, quid credas allegoria, Moralis quid agas, quo tendas anagogia.
[The letter teaches the facts, the allegorical sense what you should believe, the moral how you should act, the anagogical whither you are going.]
The task of writing a history of medieval Christian etymology still lies in the future. The etymological foundation of the meaning of words diminishes in the Middle Ages, if my view is correct, in proportion to the rise in importance of the vernacular languages, as our example mors indicates, being untranslatable from Latin into the vernacular languages, or only in exceptional cases, as in a passage of the Wiener Genesis (ll. 603-4; ed. K. Smits, l. 302) where the text dealing with the creation of Eve says: maget sol si haben namen, want si fone manne ist genomen [she shall have the name maget (maid) because she is taken from manne (man)]. 28 If, therefore, medieval etymology is very largely held within the confines of a single language, it is on the contrary essential to the meanings of things that the spiritual sense of the word is the same in all languages, since it does not proceed from the sound of the word in the various individual languages, but from the language of things which all humanity alike encounters in creation, as Alan of Lille writes in a verse about the rose (PL 210, 579A): If we consider the matter theologically, it emerges that the Tower of Babel only continues in the literal sense of languages, but has been eliminated by the spiritual sense of the word which is common to all languages and draws its essence from things. Through it all languages partake of the mystery of Pentecost. Through it historical periods are, like languages, annulled in the eternal truth proclaimed by the whole of history.
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It is necessary for all branches of research concerned with the Middle Ages, from literary and linguistic scholarship by way of history and art history to the natural sciences, not to leave to theology alone the complex of problems relating to the spiritual sense of the created world, which is manifested as language in the use of words, but to appropriate it and make it fruitful for their own purposes, as initiated in the case of art history, and in research into symbolism by historians (P. E. Schramm).
The Middle Ages produced not only a Christian etymology, but also a Christian grammar which, as Smaragdus explains in his commentary on Donatus written at the Emperor Charlemagne's bidding, aims to overcome what was dimly prefigured in Classical antiquity through fulfilment in the spirit of truth, and in the same field to transform the paganorum ritus [rite of pagans] into a sacrificium domini [sacrifice of the Lord]. 30 But here I am not concerned with outlining a historical evaluation of medieval Christian etymology and grammar appropriate for the spirit of their own age -not one springing from nineteenth-century evolutionary thought -and which also served the discipline of semantics (Bedeutungskunde), 31 but rather to draw attention to another field of endeavour, in my view of greater significance.
Anyone accustomed to question the spiritual sense of things might find that it becomes a daily devotional exercise to meditate on the allegorisation of the visible things of the world, as is reported of Gregory of Nazianzus. 32 And when Bernard of Clairvaux ranks the preaching of trees and stones more highly than that of books, this is intended to be seen on the same level. 33 It is necessary to read the book of creation, and by meditation to interpret its letters. Here too the saying is valid: Principium ergo doctrinae est in lectione, consummatio in meditatione [For the beginning of instruction is in reading, its completion in meditation]. 34 The essence of pious education lies in the devotional exaltation of the space of meanings (Bedeutungsraum).
35 Bible exegesis and sermon educate not only the clerically trained, but anyone moved by this proclamation of the methods of disclosure of the spiritual sense hidden in things. That it was attained, in the centuries from St Paul to the Church Fathers, that the universe of the created world, as far as it is manifest in the vocabulary of the Bible, was raised into the light of its spiritual significance, is the huge achievement of a creative, meditative reflection, inspired by the spirit of the Bible, on the essence and ways of salvation. In a tension, sometimes latent, sometimes evident, between tradition and freedom which lasted over a thousand years and incorporates the problem, profound from the point of view of the history of ideas, of the shift in meaning of the spiritual sense of the word -as is apparent in the transition from Romanesque to Gothic with its dehistoricisation and internalisation of religion in mysticism 36 -the continuity of interpretation indebted to the tradition is so great that a lexicographical codification of the spiritual senses of words was possible, and the history of this lexicographical activity is no less living than that of medieval exegesis. 37 In both the monastic and the scholastic spheres the Middle Ages produced many dozens of allegorical dictionaries, which systematically interpret the vocabulary of the Bible -naturally consisting almost exclusively of common and proper nouns and numerals -by establishing the space of meanings and assessing the world of meanings (Bedeutungswelt) with a view to determining its spiritual sense and making its spiritual power transparent. These dictionaries begin in the fifth century with the Formulae spiritualis intelligentiae of Eucherius of Lyons, 38 undergo a notable expansion before 820 with the Clavis of PseudoMelito, 39 become more frequent from the mid-twelfth century on and maintain their position as widely disseminated aids for sermon and exegesis in an unbroken chain down to the eighteenth century. Still largely unedited for the Middle Ages (Migne's Patrologia Latina contains little of relevance), hitherto noticed almost entirely by theologians and then only occasionally, we would know little of the genre were it not for the fact that a century ago Cardinal Pitra happened to apply his stupendous erudition to an edition of the Clavis and partly filled the gap in our knowledge of this material, an isolated effort at the time and largely still unrivalled today. Besides the artes praedicandi and the instructions for reading Holy Scripture, from Hrabanus Maurus' De institutione clericorum (following Augustine's De doctrina christiana) and Hugh of St Victor's Eruditio didascalica (PL 176, 739-838) down to Flacius Illyricus' Clavis in the sixteenth century, 40 what has been said above about the spiritual sense of Scripture can be substantially found in the preambles to these dictionaries. 41 We distinguish three principal types of lexicographical arrangement of the spiritual sense of the word according to its literary form. These dictionaries sometimes follow the order in which the words appear in a particular text, above all the Psalter, as in the Distinctiones collections known from the early scholastic period on, which are closely related to the continuous exegesis of the Bible commentaries. A second type appears in the twelfth century, for example with Alan of Lille, Petrus Cantor and the Pseudo-Hrabanus, treating the chosen vocabulary in alphabetical order. This type thus meets the needs of the preacher and comes to dominate later on. The third form of allegorical dictionary is older and is idealistic rather than practical in its conception; it arranges its vocabulary according to groups of things in a kind of systematic summa. These summae are older than those of the early scholastic and scholastic periods, and of a different nature, being more akin to works such as Hrabanus Maurus' De universo which aim at an organised description and interpretation of the world, and, like the Clavis, are closer to these in time. The twelve books of the Clavis treat their vocabulary as a series of classified groups: first the words for God, then those for the Son. There follow the things between heaven and earth, from the angels to dew, next the earth with everything which concerns it, and then man with his limbs and activities. The following books, which deal with the metals and the implements fashioned from them, the world of flora, birds and beasts, indicate that the Physiologus and the medieval herbals, bird books and lapidaries are to be understood in their conception as specialised allegorical dictionaries, which tend to become elements of such universal dictionaries or else are derived as parts of them. The following book deals with man as a social being in family and church, the next is headed De civitate [On the City], meaning the city as an architectural and social structure, important for art history because of its architectural allegories. The twelfth book concerns number symbolism, like the many specialised tracts de significatione numerorum [on the meaning of numbers]. The appended thirteenth book, finally, treats geographical and historical names after the example of Jerome.
Among the alphabetically arranged dictionaries also there is a mixed type which again lists the vocabulary of the individual letters of the alphabet as such a summa, that is, collects under A first of all the words closest to God, and then descends through the cosmos of things beginning with A down to those signifying the devil, as in Peter of Capua's Rosa alphabetica (c. 1200), where for example the words beginning with the initial I start with iustitia [ justice] and end with infernus [hell]. In the arrangement of the individual dictionary articles, the idea of the summa is embodied anew, since according to the descriptions of things -which in themselves may be not merely beautiful, but also of historical and cultural interest 42 -the world of meanings of the individual thing is again traversed from God down to the devil, as we saw in condensed form in the mnemonic verse about the meanings of lapis [stone].
Here I must confine myself to a general indication of the significance of such kinds of allegorical dictionary for all branches of medieval studies. The grandiose spiritual scale and amazing uniformity of the Christian science of the interpretation of words, together with the etymology adduced in the dictionaries and the Christian grammar pertaining to it, are an impressive historical witness to a science which permeates the world with a spiritual dimension. It will not deflect the modern language scholar from his path, prescribed by historical conditions, but it will impress and perhaps give cause for reflection, for instance with regard to the validity of the application to the Middle Ages of modern semantic field theory, if the medieval principles of arranging vocabulary in the summa are compared with modern principles, for example in the scheme of lexicographical organisation of Hallig and von Wartburg. 43 As desiderata of medieval scholarship we envisage (i) an inventory of the allegorical dictionaries in the form of a catalogue; (ii) the editing of at least the most important of them, and (iii) their analysis by all disciplines for their specific relevance in each case. 44 Medieval theology, as in the case of Aquinas, 45 adhered to the principle that the spiritual sense of the word distinguishes the Bible from all profane literature and is not applicable to it. In practice, however, the principle could not be upheld, since in the Middle Ages -as already in Classical antiquity -the allegorical method of textual interpretation was applied also to extrabiblical and pagan texts such as Homer, Virgil and Ovid, and even at the level of the vernacular languages as in the Ovide moralisé. The allegorisation of the lovers' cave in Gottfried von Strassburg's Tristan is the first explicit application by a German poet of the method of spiritual interpretation of the text to his own profane text. Dante described and applied the same method in the Convivio and in his dedicatory letter to Cangrande indicated it was applicable to the Divina commedia, giving examples for the Paradiso. When Chrétien de Troyes draws a distinction between matter and sense in his Arthurian romance, we should consider whether he was not looking more consciously beyond the distinction between matter and idea appropriate for his work than we have hitherto noticed, and considering the possibility of the interpretation of the sense of individual motifs of his subject matter. 46 For example, only the allegorical dictionaries led me to the recognition that the lion which conquers the dragon and accompanies Iwein after he has taken its part signifies justice (das Recht), in whose name and with whose help Iwein engages in his knightly adventures. 47 Gottfried von Strassburg may well have been hinting at such an interpretation in his praise of Hartmann von Aue (Tristan, 4621ff.):
Hartmann der Ouwaere ahi, wie der diu maere beid ûzen unde innen mit worten und mit sinnen durchverwet und durchzieret! wie er mit rede figieret der aventiure meine! If knowledge of the method of the spiritual illumination of words is indispensable for biblical poetry in the Middle Ages, it can, with due caution and the necessary sense for the inherent nature of creative literature (Dichterisches), also be made fruitful for secular literature. With a type of biblical poetry which is consciously restricted to the literal sense and hagiographical literature (Legendendichtung) devoid of allegorisation subsumed within it, 48 we have to contrast allegorising biblical poetry as literature with higher pretensions. 49 Where a work goes over from pure narrative to allegorisation, like the Wiener Genesis in the biblical and Tristan in the secular sphere, we need to question poetic function and aesthetic value. Medieval poets could, without concern for their poetic reputation, adopt foreign subject matter, as, among many other instances, the German poets take over French romances and interpret them and illuminate their meaning still further. This has to be seen in association with the fact that the Middle Ages are much less concerned with the invention of new subject matter than with its reinterpretation -a substantial difference from what the modern period expects of a writer. Just as theology indefatigably seeks to reinterpret the same texts in a creative manner, so likewise does literature, as far as concerns the few large-scale fictional narratives, once they have been invented in the first place. The illumination of the meaning of the extant themes and subject matter was accomplished, as in theology, by the execution of their historical shift in meaning, in this case in literary terms. This, for the Middle Ages, is of scarcely less literary value than the invention of the few really great figures like Chrétien, whose romance received its last creative interpretation at the hands of Cervantes, when, in the melancholic state of a man who had become isolated in his enthusiasm, he showed that his time had been passed in a world incapable of viewing the knight as anything more than a mere lovable fool.
Since the Jews and pagans remained obdurate at the level of the letter, 50 whereas, according to Augustine, spiritual understanding imparts salvation to the believer, 51 a new medieval Christian aesthetic saw, in allegory, the arrival of a new beauty in the world which transcended Classical antiquity. Otfrid von Weissenburg, the first poet of the sensus spiritualis [spiritual sense] in the German language, spoke of it in his exegesis of the Marriage Feast at Cana. He interprets the transformation of the water into wine as the transition from the literal sense of the word to knowledge of its spiritual sense. The refreshing spring water of the word is transformed into glorious wine when it is made intelligible with a view to the salvation concealed within it. Otfrid saw his poetic vocation in such a clarification of the word, followed by its transformation. With the awakening of the letter to the spirit, the revelation of what was concealed, the dissolution of shadows in the light of knowledge, the transformation of the water into wine, Otfrid sees a new Christ-given beauty (II, 10, 11-12):
Deta er iz scónara al so zám, joh zíarara ouh so fílu fram, (wir góum es némen wollen), so wín ist widar brúnnen.
[He did this, as was fitting, so fairly and so beautifully -we mean to take good note of it -to the extent that wine is compared to water.]
In accordance with his teacher Hrabanus Maurus' requirement in verbis verum amare, non verba [to love not words, but the truth in words], Otfrid reveals the beauty of the word not so much in its sound as in its spiritual sense. But the sound should not be unworthy of the spiritual sense. The formal beauty of his work, cultivated in humility, will only be visible to the one who follows Otfrid in understanding with him the deeper meaning of the form revealed by the allegorisation of the terminology of Classical poetics. Through Otfrid we know what allegorical poetry means: the realisation of a new beauty through the awakening of the letter to the spirit in intelligent form.
Luther said of himself that the period he spent as a monk was the time when he allegorised everything. Later it was his care tradere scripturam simplici sensu [to communicate Scripture in its pure sense]. 52 That seems to mark the end of the Middle Ages. But even if the emblem books of the Renaissance, which in one bound leapt back over the Middle Ages to draw directly from Classical antiquity, appeared beside the allegorical dictionaries and seemed to displace their Christian interpretation of meaning, the baroque period also once again permeated emblematics, which survived as late as Winckelmann, with the medieval spirit of allegory, as in the case of the seventeenth-century Mundus symbolicus of Filippo Piccinelli. 53 But Leibniz was already writing: ''Toute la nature est pleine de miracles, mais de miracles de raison.'' 54 It was not until autonomous observation of nature called into question the biblical world-picture and a secularised view of history challenged medieval salvation history (Heilsgeschichte), not until revelation was found in discoveries, sense and meaning were entrusted to the senses and the religious experience of God (experientia Dei ) in the world became displaced by experiment as far as experimentum suae medietatis, 55 that the Seven Liberal Arts vanished, taking with them their sense of serving man by opening up the world to creative interpretation from the spirit. The liberal arts became the exact sciences. New knowledge, in its unease, knowledge of truths no longer eternal but historical, disrupted the devout seriousness of an aesthetic game which had re-created the Hexaemeron through the illumination of its meaning in meditation, and shook to its foundations the radiant edifice of the spirituality of things. Wherever the common interest of peoples in the pentecostal language of allegory was shattered, the bell tolled for the Middle Ages. Pitra, III, lxxxiff., identifies 150 allegorical dictionaries from Eucherius in the fifth to the Mundus symbolicus of Filippo Piccinelli in the seventeenth century, of which 140 fall into the period 1000-1635. In addition Pitra records 45 authors on the names of God and Christ, 13 on heavenly things, more than 20 authors on De natura rerum (III, xxviii), some 50 authors who collected allegories from the works of Gregory the Great (III, xxiii), a whole sequence of authors on number mysticism (III, 307f.); and, by Christian authors, 20 bird books (II, 520), 22 herbals (II, 468f.) and 25 lapidaries (II, 345f.). In addition there is the Physiologus literature, medieval lexicography drawing on Classical tradition in the manner of Ansileubus, Papias, Huguccio, etc.: see G. Goetz, De glossariorum latinorum origine et fatis (Leipzig & Berlin, 1923 ). An additional subject is the broad field of Bible exegesis (e.g. the Apocalypse commentaries on the symbolism of precious stones), emblematics and iconology until into the eighteenth century. Only the united forces of medievalists of different countries and disciplines will be able to gather in the harvest waiting here in a rational and meaningful way.
The text which to my knowledge presents the science of meaning (Bedeutungskunde) discussed here clearly and exhaustively and in the most concise fashion is Hugh of St Victor, De scripturis et scriptoribus sacris, chapter 14, PL 175, 20f.: Diligens scrutator sacri eloquii rerum significationes nequaquam negligere debet, quia sicut per voces primarum rerum notitia acquiritur, ita per significationem rerum earumdem intelligentia, quae spirituali notificatione percipiuntur, et manifestatio perficitur. Philosophus in aliis scripturis solam vocum novit significationem; sed in sacra pagina excellentior valde est rerum significatio quam vocum: quia hanc usus constituit, illam natura dictavit. Haec hominum vox est, illa Dei ad homines. Significatio vocum est ex placito hominum; significatio rerum naturalis est et ex operatione creatoris volentis quasdam res per alias significari. Est etiam longe multiplicior significatio rerum quam vocum. Nam paucae voces plus quam duas aut tres significationes habent. Res autem quaelibet tam multiplex potest esse in significatione aliarum rerum, quot in se proprietates visibiles aut invisibiles habet communes aliis rebus. Hae autem res primae per voces significatae et res secundas significantes sex circumstantiis discretae considerantur, quae sunt hae, videlicet res, persona, numerus, locus, tempus, gestum. In his enim significatio rerum primarum ad secundas consideratur. Res autem in hoc loco intelligimus in materia quacunque vel substantia inanimata coelestium sive terrestrium constitutas: ut sunt lapides, ligna, herbae et caetera huius modi, quae in elementis vel ex elementis sunt. Omnis autem res, quae ad significandum proponitur in scriptura sacra, aut secundum exteriorem formam aut secundum interiorem naturam significat. Rem autem large hic accipimus supradicta sex continentem, sub qua et res continetur, id est materia, quam proposuimus in prima circumstantia. Omnis igitur res aut secundum interiorem naturam aut secundum exteriorem formam significat. Sub exteriori forma figurae rerum et colores continentur, quae visu percipimus. Ad interiorem naturam pertinet aliae rerum proprietates, quas caeteris sensibus comprehendimus . . . [A diligent researcher ought by no means to neglect the meanings of the things of holy eloquence, because as knowledge of primary things is acquired through the sounds of the words, so is the understanding through the meanings of the same things which are perceived by spiritual acquaintance, and its manifestation is perfected. The philosopher in other writings knows only meanings of the sounds of words; but in the sacred text the meaning of things is much more excellent than the meaning of the sounds of words, because custom determined the latter, but nature determined the former. The latter is the voice of men, the former the voice of God to men. The meaning of the sounds of words is from the pleasure of men; the natural meaning of things is from the work of the Creator in willing certain things to be signified by others. Moreover the meaning of things is far more various and manifold than the meaning of the sounds of words. For few words have more than two or three meanings. But anything whatever can be as manifold in its meaning of other things, as it contains visible or invisible properties in common with other things. Moreover these primary things which signify secondary things are considered separately according to six conditions, which are: thing, person, number, place, time, deed. In these the meaning of primary things is considered in relation to the secondary. Moreover, in this place we understand things in whatever matter or inanimate substance of heavenly or earthly things they are formed: such as are precious stones, woods, plants, and all others of this kind which are in elements or derived from elements. And every individual thing which is set forth in Holy Scripture as yielding meaning bears meaning either according to its external form or according to its internal nature. And here we accept the thing as containing in abundance the aforementioned six conditions, under which the thing itself is contained, that is the matter which we proposed as the first attribute. For every individual thing bears meaning either according to its internal nature or according to its external form. In the external form are contained the figures and colours of things, which we perceive with sight. To the internal nature belong other properties of things, which we comprehend with the remaining senses . . .], -which are then elaborated in detail. Finally Hugh refers to, albeit in part merely hinting at, the significance of persons, numbers, places, times and events. In chapter 3 (PL 175, 13ff.) Hugh attaches the greatest importance to demonstrating that the spiritual sense does not devalue the letter, but confers its most sacred recognition upon it. It is the Holy Spirit who depicted the letters to frail human senses: quasi quaedam simulacra mysticorum intellectuum depinxit 10 Richard of St Victor, Excerptiones II, 5, PL 177, 205D: Res duobus modis significat, natura et forma. Natura, ut nix, quia frigida est, exstinctionem designat libidinis. Forma, quia candida est, munditiam designat boni operis [A thing conveys its meaning in two ways, in nature and in form. In nature, as snow, because it is cold, signifies the extinction of appetite. In form, because it is white, it signifies the purity of a good work]. A further example from the Distinctiones monasticae (II, 482): Naturas aquilae cognoscere non puto vile,/Cuius naturas sacras reor esse figuras [I do not hold it worthless to know the natural properties of the eagle,/whose natural properties I judge to be figures of sacred things].
11 Speculum ecclesiae, PL 177, 375D. The text continues (376A): Mathematica de visibilibus formis rerum visibilium agit, physica de invisibilibus naturis rerum visibilium, theologia de invisibilibus essentiis et earumdem naturis. Sic ergo per artes iuvamur in divina pagina, ubi vocum significationem attendimus propter litteralem sensum et rerum significationem consideramus, ut capiamus mysticum intellectum per formam visibilem, ubi iuvat mathematica, aut secundum naturam invisibilem, ubi physica et theologia serviunt [Mathematics deals with the visible forms of visible things, physics with the invisible natures of visible things, theology with the invisible essences and the natures of the same. Thus therefore, in the divine text, we are assisted, through the arts, where we direct attention to the meanings of the sounds of words according to the literal sense and consider the significance of things, in grasping the mystic meaning through the visible form, where mathematics helps, or according to the invisible nature, where physics and theology are of service].
12 Richard of St Victor, Excerptiones II, 4: Quod scriptura mundana subserviat divinae [That profane writing is subordinate to Holy Scripture], PL 177, 205C. The text continues: Sub eo igitur sensu, qui inter voces et res versatur, continetur historia, et ei subserviunt tres scientiae, dialectica, rhetorica, grammatica. Et sub eo sensu, qui inter res et facta mystica versatur, continetur allegoria. Et sub illo, qui est inter res et facienda mystica, continetur tropologia. Et his duabus subserviunt arithmetica, musica, geometria et physica [History therefore is contained under that sense which is situated between the sounds of words and things, and it is served by three sciences, dialectic, rhetoric and grammar. And allegory is contained under that sense which is situated between tangible things and mystic things which are done. And tropology is contained under that which is between tangible things and mystic things which are to be done. And these two are served by arithmetic, music, geometry and physics]. 
